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Deficits in memory and cognition across brain disorders

Alzheimer’s disease

Epilepsy

Parkinson’s disease

Huntington’s disease

Neurodevelopmental disorders

Neuropsychiatric disorders

https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg22129510-700-defusing-dementia-why-is-risk-of-alzheimers-falling/


Adtech and PMT hybrid electrodes
Van Gompel J.NSurg 2008

Subdural Macro & microelectrodes



System for large-scale electrophysiology of human memory

a. High-density DBS/ECoG electrodes

b. Other clinical recording systems

c. System for clinical research electrophysiology

d. Memory task interface with eye-tracking

System for Recording and Stimulation of Human 

Memory Processing

Neurophysiology Platform (ATLAS system)

Brain-Interface Platform (microTargetting electrodes)

Behavioral Platform (I4Tracking system)

Diagram of the ATLAS system (Neuralynx Inc.)



Discovery of memory enhancement in epilepsy patients

Kucewicz et al. 2018 Brain, Kucewicz et al. 2018 eNeuro, Ezzyat et al. 2018 Nature Communications



Eye-tracking predicts memory performance

Kucewicz et al. 2018 Nature Scientific Reports



How to stimulate the brain? 
Searching for optimal 

parameters to enhance memory
Michał Lech



Background: Brain stimulation is becoming a successful
treatment for modulation of cognitive and memory deficits
but the mechanisms and parameters remain largely
unexplored. Finding optimal parameters for the brain
stimulated memory enhancement is crucial for a therapy of
disorders such as Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, Huntington’s
disease, epilepsy and many others.

Aim: Investigating a relationship between the parameters of
electrical brain stimulation and the electrophysiological power
response in the theta (4–7 Hz) and gamma (29–52 Hz) bands.

Material: We used unique datasets of intracranial
electroencephalographic signals (iEEG) captured from 45 Mayo
Clinic epilepsy patients to investigate a relationship between
the parameters of the electrical brain stimulation and power
response in iEEG bands: theta (4–7 Hz), and gamma (29–52
Hz)











Conclusions

• Our results show dissociable and opposite effect in the theta and 
gamma bands implicated in memory and cognitive functions. 

• The magnitude of that effect was proportional to the total charge of the 
stimulation current – signal power was higher in the theta and lower in the 
gamma frequencies with increasing amplitude or frequency of the current. 

• This general effect across the wide spectrum of neural activities turned out to 
be stronger in cases where we also observed memory enhancement with 
stimulation in the lateral temporal cortex, but not in other brain regions even 
within the same patient. 

• Our results offer a new rationale for understanding the effects of 
direct brain stimulation on neural activity and cognition in humans.
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